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Abstract

Through an NSF-funded Revolutionizing Engineering Departments Grant, the University of San Diego and its industry partners are infusing engineering students with professional skills early in their undergraduate experience to uproot the trend of engineering graduates not meeting the industry demands. In Spring 2017, a year-long industry immersion program for top first- and second-year engineering undergraduates was driven into formation by the industry advisory board of the engineering school. This program (The Industry Scholars Program) is still in existence, impacting students professionally through workshops, industry site visits, and internships. The students that engaged in the first year of the immersion program are among those who have opted in for a new pilot program that builds on their experiences in the immersion program, but more focuses on one-on-one organize mentorship relationships between industry and students. The Industry Scholars Mentorship Program has been launched as of Fall 2018 and gives 13 third- and fourth-year students the opportunity to learn alongside a strategically matched mentor. This program was successfully piloted and initial activity from both mentors and mentees has been positive. This paper introduces the structure of the Industry Scholars Mentorship Program, shares initial output and lessons learned, and offers a model for industry partners seeking to prepare and secure students equipped with both professional and technical skills.

Introduction

Current industry demands of engineering graduates are changing, and higher education is not producing students prepared for these careers in industry. This challenge for higher education has been present now for quite some time, as indicated by a 2014 Gallup Poll, where 96% of college provosts believe their graduates are ready for the workshop, but only a staggering 11% of business leaders feel that graduates have the competencies and skills necessary to succeed in the workplace [1]. This challenge does not escape engineering programs, and many are developing strategic programs to take on this industry readiness gap. Some engineering programs have launched industry-sponsored senior capstone programs while others bring industry influence into the classroom as guests, adjunct faculty or through industry-influenced curriculum or professional socialization [2-5]. Other engineering programs have sought to close this industry readiness gap with mentorship programs [6-7].

Mentorship is a vital component to career advancement. It is stated by the Association for Talent & Development, as shared through MentorCity, that 75% of industry executives point to mentorship as playing a key role in their career [8]. For engineering students, even if this value of mentorship is known, the process by which to find a mentor can be intimidating and awkward. For many, gender, race, and perceived self-efficacy define these limitations [9].

A year-long intentional industry mentorship program was developed at the University of San Diego to address this lack of workforce preparedness and intimidation around mentorship. The Industry Scholars Mentorship Program, was industry initiated and launched in Fall 2018, as a continuation of the Industry Scholars immersion program, also industry initiated but more focused on skillset development and hands-
on industry experience. This paper introduces the structure of the Industry Scholars Mentorship Program, the developed programmatic elements, lessons learned, and initial output from participating industry mentors and university students, their mentees. The paper purpose is to illustrate this program so that others might be able to be inspired by and implement their own program based off the following learnings.

**Mentorship Program Formation**

The Industry Scholars Mentorship Program organically formed following the successful implementation of the year-long immersion pilot program, the Industry Scholars Program (ISP). In Fall 2016, the ISP was industry-initiated within an NSF-funded Revolutionizing Engineering and Computer Science Departments (RED) Grant at the University of San Diego, one of the goals of which was to infuse students with professional skills. The school industry advisory board, comprised of ten of the region’s top companies in energy, computing, engineering design, mobility, consulting, and healthcare, saw the need for the development of the program and together drafted the following mission statement and program objective:

Mission statement: “The Shiley-Marcos School of Engineering at the University of San Diego proposes to create a professional skills program with our industry partners for first and second year undergraduate engineering students.” The industry advisory board felt strongly about focusing on first and second year students because they felt this group has difficulty getting internship opportunities because their engineering skills have not been fully developed yet and could greatly benefit from industry mentorship during that time.

Objective: “Develop a professional and leadership skills development program with industry partners for first and second year high-performing engineering students” The industry advisory board also felt strongly about offering a program for high-performing engineering students, so as to have the first opportunity to secure their interest in future employment at their company.

From January 2017 through December 2017, the first ISP cohort of students attended industry-led monthly professional skills workshops and industry site visits during the academic school year and several students participated in summer-long internships. This first cohort contained 27 first and second year engineering students, 6 supporting faculty members, and 12 industry representatives to instill professional and leadership skills in these future engineers. Additional information about the formation of the ISP and its successful implementation in Year One can be found in previous publications [10].

As the second cohort of ISP launched in January 2018, program leaders and industry representatives sought to provide a follow-on program in which students from cohort one could continue to strengthen their professional skills and build on their ISP experiences. From this came the Industry Scholars Mentorship Program, a program that seeks to provide continued industry mentorship for graduated Industry Scholars and foster organic one-on-one mentorship relationships between industry and students. This program is also in its pilot-run year, having been launched in September 2018 and aiming to conclude in May 2019. It has been similarly driven by guidance from the industry advisory board of the school and exemplifies how industry partnerships in higher education are vital to increased preparedness of engineering graduates.
Mentorship Program Structure

The academic year-long program itself could be segmented into three terms: (1) Program Preparation (2) Fall Mentorship and (3) Spring Mentorship as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: The year-long arc of the Industry Scholars Mentorship Program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spring-Summer 2018</th>
<th>Fall 2018</th>
<th>Spring 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Program Preparation</td>
<td>(2) Fall Mentorship</td>
<td>(3) Spring Mentorship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of committee, recruitment of mentors, etc.</td>
<td>Program Kick-off</td>
<td>Continued Mentorship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mid-Program Check-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continued Mentorship</td>
<td>End-of-Program Celebration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The (1) Program Preparation term began with initial planning between industry advisory board leaders and academic leaders in Spring 2018. In April 2018, the academic leaders presented a high-level program structure to the industry advisory board to receive feedback and extend an invitation to participate. The program was well-received by industry board members, many volunteered themselves or colleagues to participate as mentors, and a small mentorship program committee was formed to strategize program plans over the summer months. This committee was comprised of five industry advisory board members and two academic co-chairs (one the dean of the school and the other the post-doctoral student of the aforementioned grant) and communicated several times over the summer in making program decisions such as program expectations, mentorship policies, and mentorship support software.

There was much discussion around which, if any, mentorship software would best support the formation of the programming, in particular the match-making. Several platforms were explored at length and the software, MentorCity, a mentoring software for businesses, non-profits, and educational institutions, was decided to be that which the program moved forward with [11]. MentorCity offered many capabilities, and the feature most attractive to the mentorship program committee was that of the mentor:mentee match-making services that eased the pressure of making the perfect match by hand. The software completed this service by requiring all participating parties to complete a personal profile that logged answers to particular questions, which could be later used to make suggested matches. Some of the questions that were asked had multiple choice options to select from, while others invited free response.

A sample of these questions are below:
- (All) Three words that describe me are:
- (Mentor Only) Specialized skills: List the areas you feel comfortable mentoring someone in: options include: adaptability, communication, diversity/inclusion/gender in the workplace, networking, presentation skills, proactivity, problem solving, self-confidence, innovation, collaboration, leadership
- (Mentee Only) Development areas: List the areas you are seeking to develop: options include: adaptability, communication, diversity/inclusion/gender in the workplace, networking, presentation skills, proactivity, problem solving, self-confidence, innovation, collaboration, leadership
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- (Mentor Only) Current Industry:
- (Mentor Only) Current Job Function:
- (Mentee Only) Major:
- (Mentee Only) Preferred mentor gender:

The final list of questions asked of each participant was agreed upon by the committee and had influence from both MentorCity as well as other mentorship platforms that the industry board representatives had more familiarity with. It should be noted that the majority of questions were the same for those seeking to be a mentor or a mentee, but a select number of questions were reserved for only either those becoming mentors or those seeking mentorship. Therefore, one of the first questions required the responder to indicate which role they were seeking.

Once the platform was prepared, invitations to participate in the program were sent to all of the former consistently attending Industry Scholar students. To indicate their serious interest and then commitment to the program, the students were asked to complete their MentorCity profile and also attend the Program Launch Night to be held a month later. Students were given 10 days to complete their profile, after which time, the student portal to complete profiles expired. This was required because the student responses directly affected the profile questions asked of mentors. Final program preparation invited industry advisory board members to nominate those they felt would make great mentors for this program. Some nominated themselves, while others nominated up to four others. These nominations formed the initial invitation list to become a mentor in the pilot-run of the program, to which mentors were also required to indicate their intention to participate by completing their MentorCity profile and attend the Program Launch Night. Once all mentors and mentees completed their profiles, the post-doctoral academic co-chair managed the mentor:mentee match-making, a process that took over a week to accomplish even with the assistance of the MentorCity software. Two mentors ended up not being matched as there were two less students than industry members that indicated their desire to participate. Once matches were made, the program participants were alerted by email to inform them of their match and provide the contact information of their match to make initial contact digitally before the program kickoff to be held the following week.

The first cohort of 13 students includes 6 third-year and 7 fourth-year students, all returning from their year-long participation in the first program run of ISP. The major of study balance between these 13 students was as follows: 6 mechanical engineering, 1 electrical engineering, 2 computer science, 3 industrial and systems engineering, and 1 student double majoring in computer science and electrical engineering. Twelve of the thirteen students have been fully participating in the program for Fall 2018, attending both in-person program engagements, while the thirteenth student participated fully from afar, studying abroad in Australia, but connecting digitally over video-conference when needed.

The first cohort of 13 mentors includes industry representatives with a wide range of mentorship experience, for some this being their first time mentoring and for others nothing different from what they do every day at their workplace. Their industry expertise ranges as well, including disciplines such as aviation, aerospace, computer soft/hardware, entrepreneurship, informatics/information science, marketing, advertising, venture capital, private equity, non-profit organization management, energy, design, renewables/environment, mobility, mechanical engineering, and industrial engineering. Their
current industry positions included senior group managers, principal engineers, a president, a board member, a product designer, a vice president, and a deputy to the director.

The (2) Fall Mentorship term started with a semester (and program) kickoff event (Oct 2018) where the students and mentors were welcomed to the program by the academic co-chairs and met their respective mentor or mentee for the first time. For those mentees or mentors that were unable to attend in person (several were not geographically located in the university region), their matched mentor or mentee was required to make video contact with them at the start of the kickoff event.

The kickoff event began with an overview of how the Industry Scholars Mentorship Program started, beginning with the formation of the Industry Scholars Program. This provided an important foundation of knowledge for the industry mentors who were not previously involved with the ISP or the University of San Diego. The Mentorship Program objectives were then shared with the kickoff attendees:

- To provide continued industry mentorship for graduated Industry Scholars
- To foster organic one-on-one mentorship relationships between industry and University of San Diego students

Following a short discussion about the objectives of the program, mentors and mentees each shared a bit about themselves, their career journeys/hopes, and what they hope to get out of this mentorship program. Mentors and mentees were then guided through an interactive exercise discussing the importance and impact of mentorship, both on the mentor and mentee. Industry Scholars Mentorship Program logistics and expectations were then communicated:

- Length of relationship: Fall 2018-Spring 2019
- Meetings:
  - At least once per month for 45+ min (“in person”)
  - Mentee will share professional agenda/minutes
  - Mentee to log any meeting cancellations (in MentorCity)
- Confidentiality & Professionalism: Strictly professional relationship
- Goals: to be agreed upon by each mentor:mentee pair

Once all expectations were introduced and discussed, the mentors and mentees were guided through a short tutorial of the MentorCity platform and features they might be able to use to elevate their mentorship experience. One required feature for each mentor:mentee pair, to be completed that evening before their departure, was discussion and submission of the Mentorship Program Agreement, which was available on the platform and contained questions/topics for discussion as follows:

- (A) Meeting Formats - How would you like to meet? Would you like to have some meetings in-person and some over the phone/video conference? (B) Frequency of meetings - Would you like to meet weekly, biweekly, or monthly? (Mentorship Program requirement: At least 8 meetings total, minimum 1 a month)
- (A) Availability - What days and times typically work for each of you to meet? (B) Time of meetings - Will your meetings be 45 minutes, 60 minutes, or 60+ minutes in length? (Mentorship Program requirement: at least 45 min per meeting)
- Length of relationship - How long are both of you willing to commit to this relationship? (Mentorship Program requirement: the duration of this academic school year (Fall 2018 + Spring 2019). This period will be evaluated every 3-6 months.)

- Cancellations - What is the best way to notify each other in case a meeting needs to be postponed? Will you use MentorCity messages to notify each other of changes? What is the length of notice required if unable to keep a meeting appointment? (Mentorship Program requirement: Mentee is responsible for logging the cancellation in the MentorCity system.)

- (A) Agendas - How will the mentee share an agenda prior to each meeting? The professionally-formatted agenda can include updates, specific discussion topic(s), action items and setting the next meeting date. (B) Minutes - How will the mentee document and share minutes from each meeting? These professionally-formatted meeting minutes can include highlights of the conversation, what stood out to the mentee, and follow-up/action items.

- Confidentiality - Discuss how confidential information will be handled. What are some concerns around confidentiality to be considerate of?

- Feedback - How will the mentor provide honest and provide constructive feedback to the mentee? How will the mentee best receive this feedback?

- Goals - You both will discuss formal goals at a later meeting. For now, share your intentions of joining this Mentorship Program and what you hope to walk away from this program with.

- Additional Information - Anything else you wish to discuss before your formal mentor-mentee relationship begins?

At the conclusion of the kickoff event, mentors and mentees were invited to answer the following two questions as a base for their start in the program.

(1) What are you most hoping to get out of this program?
(2) What about tonight most stood out to you?

Mentorship commenced for the semester, with the occasional digital communication through the MentorCity platform or via email. Interaction data (ex: mentoring minutes, number of messages sent) was monitored by the post-doctoral academic co-chair via MentorCity and no alarming data points required the intervention of the co-chair. Special attention was paid for signs of disagreement between mentor and mentee or lack of participation by one of the parties.

The Fall Mentorship term concluded with a mid-program check-in event (Dec 2018) to which all mentors and mentees were required to attend. This event aimed to serve as a physical check-in with program participants, an opportunity to obtain feedback on the pilot program, and make necessary changes for the Spring semester as needed. Mentors and mentees were invited to revisit their initial goals stated in Oct 2018. An interactive exercise guided mentors and mentees through a series of peer-to-peer reflections:

- Reflect on the role you’ve played thus far. What has worked for you in your mentorship relationship?
- Reflect on the role you’ve played thus far. What hasn’t worked for you in your mentorship relationship?
Following discussion in their peer groups, each group was invited to share with the other group (the mentees then shared with the mentors and vice versa). Following discussion, the peer groups reformed to discuss the following:

- What stood out to you about the other group’s responses?
- What might you be able to do to assist in the “hasn’t worked for (them)” category?
- What will you commit to doing to make this happen?

Following this discussion in their peer groups, each group was again invited to share with the other group.

At the conclusion of this discussion, participants were reminded of the program expectations and invited to answer the following two questions:

1. Two months in, what are you most hoping to get out of this program?
2. What about tonight most stood out to you?

This concluded the second term of the program. At each of these program events, the responses to each question were collected and have been coded for evaluation of program progress. However, due to the low number of participants, no statistical significance can be drawn from the data, but can and will be used as a baseline to compare later programs that will scale.

The (3) Spring Mentorship term will not begin with any in-person event but rather will mostly consist of continuous mentorship with the occasional program check-in from the academic co-chairs. The only event that is planned to be held is that of the official End-of-Program Celebration, aiming to gather final participant feedback on the program and celebrate the conclusion of a required mentorship relationship as well as the hopeful continuation of a voluntary one. Because this event will not be conducted until late Spring 2019, there is no data to be shared from this event.

**Participant Response at Program Kick-off**

Approximately 91% (21/23) of all program mentors/mentees participated in the baseline questions asked in-person at the conclusion of the program kick-off: “What are you most hoping to get out of this program?” and “What about tonight most stood out to you?” However, because two mentors were not present at the program kick-off, 100% (21/21) of those who were present participated in answering the questions.

Both mentors and mentees responded to “What are you most hoping to get out of this program?” and their answers were not separated for evaluation, though it was clear from some of their response content the role they play in the program. In Table 2, responses to the question “What are you most hoping to get out of this program?” are coded. It should be noted that each response could be given more than one code, and eight responses were tagged with two codes, totaling the number of codes to 29, as indicated in the table below.
Table 2: Coded responses to “What are you most hoping to get out of this program?” at the Oct 2018 program kick-off event

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Number of Appearances in Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal development</td>
<td>4/29 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New talent potential</td>
<td>2/29 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional development</td>
<td>6/29 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giving back to the mentee</td>
<td>7/29 (24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking and relationship building</td>
<td>4/29 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry guidance (both giving and receiving)</td>
<td>6/29 (21%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most common response at nearly 25% was that given by mentors, who saw value of giving back to their mentee during the program duration (e.g. “opportunity to pour into a future engineer and learn from his passion”). Six responses mentioned valuing professional development (e.g. “relevant professional insight from my mentor”) and another six looked forward to giving or receiving industry guidance (e.g. “learn from my mentor’s experience so I can use their knowledge to succeed”). Four responses highlighted networking and relationship building (e.g. “make a new friend to add to my network”) and another four shared their excitement for potential personal development coming from both mentor as well as mentee (e.g. “to have a greater confidence in my own ability and how I can leverage my skills in my career” and “how to be a non-technical mentor”). Finally, two responses documented their hope of getting new talent out of this program (e.g. “opportunity to meet great talent”).

In Table 3, responses to the question “What about tonight most stood out to you?” are coded. It should be noted that each response could be given more than one code, but only two responses were tagged with two codes, totaling the number of codes to 23, as indicated in the table below.

Table 3: Coded responses to “What about tonight most stood out to you?” at the Oct 2018 program kick-off event

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Number of Appearances in Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Well matched and already connecting</td>
<td>7/23 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor/mentee enthusiasm</td>
<td>9/23 (39%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impressive mentor caliber</td>
<td>1/23 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program structure and University of San Diego</td>
<td>3/23 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>investment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasty food</td>
<td>1/23 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor investment</td>
<td>2/23 (9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The most common response at nearly 40% was given by both mentors and mentees, who saw impressive enthusiasm from the people in the room with them (e.g. “the amazing showing of eager mentees who are very engaged in this program” and “how willing and excited my mentor was to help”). The second most common response highlighted the surprise as how well matched and connected the mentors and mentees already were after just two hours together, in big things and small (e.g. “how well matched my mentee and I are on goals and ideas” and “we share awesome dads”). These two areas made up nearly 70% of all responses. The next most common response only was seen in three cases, but were those that commented on the Industry Mentorship Program structure or the University of San Diego investment in its students (e.g. “the way University of San Diego looks to develop and provide opportunities for their students” or “Seems like a very well organized program!”). Three other categories were seen in two or less responses: impressive investment by mentors in their mentees (e.g. “the personal investment my mentor has put into me thus far” and “the willingness of industry mentors to spend their own time with us”), the surprising caliber of the collective mentor line up (e.g. “high caliber of mentors”), and the surprisingly good food, as connected to a more detailed response (e.g. “Fantastic and passionate folks! And great food!”).

Collectively, the responses to the above two questions show an eagerness for their invitation to participate in the program to grow in their personal and professional skills but also to connect (as many of them already did on this first night) with a mentor/mentee from which they can learn a great deal.

**Participant Response at Mid-Program Check-in**

Approximately 78% of all program mentors/mentees (18/23) participated in the first baseline question (“Two months in, what are you most hoping to get out of this program?”) and 70% (16/23) in the second question (“What about tonight most stood out to you?”) when asked at the conclusion of the mid-program check-in. However, there were two mentors and one mentee unable to join for the mid-program check-in, altering this total to 90% (18/20) who participated in answering the first question and 80% (16/20) who participated in answering the second question.

In Table 4, responses to the question “Two months in, what are you most hoping to get out of this program?” are coded. It should be noted that each response could be given more than one code, and two responses were tagged with three codes and three responses were tagged with two codes, totaling the number of codes to 26, as indicated in the table below. In the spirit of reflecting on their previously stated goals as the participants did at this mid-program check-in, the codes that were established for this question when asked during the program kick-off event (as shown above in Table 2) were kept and several others were added where appropriate.
Table 4: Coded responses to “Two months in, what are you most hoping to get out of this program?” at the Dec 2018 Mid-Program Check-in event vs those at the Oct 2018 Program Kick-off

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Number of Appearances in Responses (during Mid-Program Check-in in Dec 2018)</th>
<th>Number of Appearances in Responses (during Program Kick-off in Oct 2018)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal development</td>
<td>2/26 (8%)</td>
<td>4/29 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New talent potential</td>
<td>1/26 (4%)</td>
<td>2/29 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional development</td>
<td>4/26 (15%)</td>
<td>6/29 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giving back to the mentee</td>
<td>3/26 (12%)</td>
<td>7/29 (24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking and relationship building</td>
<td>3/26 (12%)</td>
<td>4/29 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry guidance (both giving and receiving)</td>
<td>3/26 (12%)</td>
<td>6/29 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing the relationship with mentor/mentee</td>
<td>6/26 (23%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific skill development with mentor/mentee</td>
<td>2/26 (8%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry best practices</td>
<td>2/26 (8%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While still high at 12% in Dec 2018, the most common response from Oct 2018 (giving back to the mentee) shifted to that of a newly coded category: increasing the current relationship with the mentor/mentee. The addition of this new category suggests that mentors and mentees were not yet satisfied with their relationship with their mentee or mentor, whether that being because they have a good relationship and are looking to build on it or that they might not have put much effort into their relationship thus far and are wanting to do so now. It was not clear from the responses how many of which type of relationship growth most were responding about. Examples of what was coded in this category include: “Getting to know mentee better so as to be more helpful to him”. Professional development still came in as the second most popular category (e.g. “continued improvement of my skills and a better understanding of how I can improve my professional self”). Closely following with 12% were three categories: giving back to the mentee (e.g. “satisfaction of helping a younger engineer develop and flourish”), networking and relationship building (e.g. “I am hoping to expand my network to encompass not only my mentor, but also his mentors/peers to facilitate future professional relationships”) which dropped 2% between the two data collection points and industry guidance (both giving and receiving) (e.g. “A valued new professional relationship and the tools to succeed in the transition from college to industry”) which dropped 9% but might have been redistributed to the last two of the new categories. Personal development (e.g. “To learn more about what it’s like in the industry and to grow professionally and personally ”) contributed 8% of responses, as the last two new categories: specific skill development with mentor/mentee, which aimed to capture the responses that definitely stated a
skillset(s) they were looking to improve (e.g. “Be able to lead normal conversations in a casual yet respectful voice with my mentor”) and best practices learned from industry (e.g. “industry best practices”).

The above responses to the question “Two months in, what are you most hoping to get out of this program?” do suggest that some program participants have reevaluated their goals or have made them more defined. It is unclear if these reframed goals were influenced by the time in the program, the content shared at the mid-program check-in, or just being asked a second time.

In Table 5, responses to the question “What about tonight most stood out to you?” are coded. It should be noted that each response could be given more than one code, but only two responses were tagged with two codes, totaling the number of codes to 18, as indicated in the table below.

When assessing the responses, the same codes, those initially evaluated in Table 3, were included as an option by which to code the new Dec 2018 responses, but it can be seen that these 5 original codes were only used in 4 of the 18 appearances, and only 3 of the 6 codes were seen at all. There were 6 new code categories added for this set of responses to what stood out to the program participants after their involvement in the mid-program check-in.

**Table 5: Coded responses to “What about tonight most stood out to you?” at the Dec 2018 Mid-Program Check-in event**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Number of Appearances in Responses (during Mid-Program Check-in in Dec 2018)</th>
<th>Number of Appearances in Responses (during Program Kick-off in Oct 2018)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Well matched and already connecting</td>
<td>1/18 (6%)</td>
<td>7/23 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor/mentee enthusiasm</td>
<td>2/18 (11%)</td>
<td>9/23 (39%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impressive mentor caliber</td>
<td>0/18 (0%)</td>
<td>1/23 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program structure and University of San Diego investment</td>
<td>0/18 (0%)</td>
<td>3/23 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasty food</td>
<td>0/18 (0%)</td>
<td>1/23 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor investment</td>
<td>1/18 (6%)</td>
<td>2/23 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of the platform, MentorCity</td>
<td>3/18 (17%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open and honest shared dialogue</td>
<td>2/18 (11%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting each other in-person</td>
<td>1/18 (6%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The most common response seen after the Dec 2018 mid-program check-in was that of the category where mentors and mentees were committing to making a change in behavior following what they experienced at that event. This suggests that the mid-program check-in was a powerful event that brought about thought for change in several program participants. Examples of responses coded as such are: “My need to commit more of my time and effort into this program.” and “The mentors’ and mentees’ commitments to be persistent and improve things that might not be working and expand upon things that are working.” Three responses noted finding importance in revisiting goals as was conducted at the mid-program check-in (e.g. “there is value in reviewing goals periodically”) and another three shared their realization of the importance of MentorCity as the platform tool to better utilize (e.g. “how important MentorCity is to the program”). Two responses commented on the shared dialogue between mentors and mentees as guided in the discussion activity for the night: “the open conversation and honest conversations”. One response did give kudos to the clear success of the program at the mid-way point (e.g. “things are generally working for all participants”) and one response celebrated getting to meet their mentee for the first time in person (e.g. “getting to meet my mentee in person (an excited emoji) ”). This mentee was that who had been studying abroad in Australia for the majority of the Fall semester-- so this mid-program check-in afforded them an opportunity to meet face-to-face before the conclusion of the Fall Mentorship term.

Collectively, the responses to the above two questions show a continued interest and commitment to the program by both mentors and mentees. The mid-program check-in afforded a discrete time for reflection and connection between mentors, mentees, and their peer groups.

**Participant Activity (up to Dec 2018)**

The MentorCity platform collects statistics of participant activity and the following data was collected in early December 2018. While this time stamp is only two months into the program, it represents the activity able to be completed by mentor:mentee pairs in just two months’ time.

In Table 6, the mentoring minutes as self-reported by each mentor:mentee pair is shown. One average showcases the average of all pairs (116.54 minutes), and the other average shares the average of the pairs who have reported their time (137.73 minutes). It is important to show both averages as not all pairs are as active on the platform in their self-reporting as some of their peers.
Table 6: Two average self-reported mentoring minutes experienced by the mentor:mentee pairs: one that incorporates those who are not properly reporting their time on the MentorCity platform and the second that eliminates the reports of zero minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Documented Mentoring Minutes</th>
<th>Average Documented Mentoring Minutes (eliminating those who have 0 minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>116.54 ± 73.52</td>
<td>137.73 ± 58.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above data shows that even in the two months (Oct 2018 and Nov 2018) all of the mentoring pairs were able to achieve their minimum requirement of 45 minute meetings each month (totaling 90 minutes required). The averages suggest that even including those who have not self-reported their mentoring minutes have participated in nearly 30 minutes more time than which is required, and over 45 minutes more time than which is required for those who have been consistently self-reporting their time. However, the reported range of mentored minutes is 60-300 minutes, as indicated by the standard deviation, with only one pair reporting under the requirement of 90 minutes, one pair reporting exactly 90 minutes, and all others reporting 120 minutes or more. The values of these mentoring minutes suggests that the majority of the mentorship pairs are exceeding their level of participation in the program. However, those who are not self-reporting their mentoring time and those who have reported under the requirement (just the pair that reported 60 minutes) will be followed up with individually.

**Mid-Program MentorCity Participant Output**

As was stated previously, mentorship pairs were invited to utilize the MentorCity platform as a tool to set goals and communicate regularly. It was observed during the Mid-Program Check-in that many pairs had not understood the value that MentorCity brought to the program and therefore had moved to other forms of common communication (ex: email, text, or phone). However, for those pairs that were more active on the platform some of their data was visible to the academic co-chairs, and two examples are shown below to illustrate the potential of this program.

All pairs were required to complete their mentorship agreement online and a segment of this agreement included a commitment to goals. Of those agreements submitted, the following two examples stood out as memorable: (1) “Mentor Goal: opportunity to bring you onto the staff Mentee Goal: someone to bounce things off of, to gain perspective from” and (2) “As a mentor, [Mentor] shared that he joined this program to "pay it forward" by passing along the advice and knowledge he has acquired in his roles. I [mentee] joined this program as a means of developing a continuous connection with a successful engineer who I can turn to for advice as I grow as an engineer, professional, and global citizen. We both joined this program excited to learn from one another. We hope to walk away from this program with a lasting connection, along with the valuable knowledge and skills we know we can gain from each other.” It can be seen that even in these two examples, the form and level of detail of goals varied, as this portion of the agreement was free response to allow for this flexibility in response. However, both of these responses showcase that the relationship goals were clearly via a discussion between the two individuals, suggesting a more definite goal to which each party could work towards.
A second data point to be showcased is that of the agenda and meeting minutes that the mentees were required to complete prior to and after each mentor meeting. The following is an example:

![Mentorship Meeting Agenda](image1)

![Mentorship Meeting Minutes](image2)

**Figure 1:** An example agenda document and meeting minutes document from a mentee

The above agenda showcases an example of what a mentee provided their mentor before their first in-person mentorship meeting. The students did not receive any formal in-person instruction on what a professional agenda looked like but rather were connected to several reference documents both on and off the MentorCity platform. Additionally, the above minutes document shows an example of what this same mentee shared with their mentor following that meeting. It is a sufficiently professional document for a third-year engineering student even though this student did not receive formal instruction on preparation of this document. It will be interesting to note how the level of professionalism in their documentation changes over the course of the program.

All of the above results showcase the mid-program success of the Industry Scholars Mentorship Program, a program organically born from engineering industry influence and implemented with thoughtful consideration from both industry and academic partners.

**Lessons Learned**

The above data represents the current assessment of the program, which will conclude in May 2019. After this time, more reflections on data and the program itself can be made. At this point in the program, the following lessons have been learned and will affect immediate future cohorts of the program. These
lessons also serve as sources of inspiration for others to incorporate directly into mentorship programs of their own.

The in-person first meeting of the mentor and mentee was a critical touchpoint for initial connection, and the structured program launch for this first contact facilitated that connection well. In the future, the program co-chairs will continue using this program launch as the site for first meeting as opposed to suggesting a first meeting outside of the structured guidance. However, as participation scales, this might place timing constraints on the program timeline, possibly limiting the concept of incorporating rolling matches over a longer time period as mentors and mentees join. These concepts will have to be prototyped to see which resonates more with the participants’ needs.

Matching of mentors and mentees by the post-doctoral academic co-chair was burdensome even with the assistance of the MentorCity software. It is suggested for others aiming to implement a mentor:mentee matching process to allot more time than expected to make the matches, especially with enough time from the launch of the program itself to avoid matches that might not be as intentionally matched under the time constraint. Because of the smaller numbers this program was serving, the co-chair was able to intentionally match each pair in the allotted time, but if the program had grown by even 5 pairs, this might not have been enough time.

In the future, the expected interaction with the mentor relationship software of choice will be more clearly communicated to mentees and mentors. This was done in Dec 2018 and clearly resonated with many in the room, standing out in 17% of the responses for that mid-program event. In the future, it will be recognized that the easier mode of communication for many of the mentors and mentees is not a separate platform, but rather something they already are accustomed to using (i.e. text, email) and other platforms to measure this communication are already being looked into. Additionally, the required agendas and minutes produced by the mentors were not found to be as important to share with the program co-chairs, so these documents will be kept between the mentor and mentee for confidentiality purposes.

Something that stood out was the mentor’s lack of emphasis placed on connecting with potential future employees as being a main reason for their participation in the program. The value placed on “new talent” itself dropped between October and December, which might point to different personal values that matter more to mentors when giving back to the students. This suggests that the profile of the ideal future mentor also holds this value as less important than others that were named more frequently. Identifying the ideal mentor profile and mentee profile is one that will be further explored as the program continues to take shape.

**Conclusion**

The Industry Scholars Mentorship Program successfully piloted its first cohort of students in Fall 2018 and continues to pilot this program in Spring 2019. Driven by industry professionals and a desire to support the continued professional development of Industry Scholars from the first cohort in 2017, the program has, as of the mid-way point, achieved its objectives to provide continued industry mentorship for graduated Industry Scholars and has fostered organic one-on-one mentorship relationships between industry and students. The mid-program results show promise for a successful second half.
implementation to be completed in May 2019, and the lessons learned are those that will continue to shape future cohorts of the program. The Industry Scholars Mentorship Program could be a model for industry partners seeking to prepare and secure students equipped with both professional and technical skills.
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